
RELEASE NOTES FOR HIERO AND HIEROPLAYER 1.7v2

Release Date 21 May 2013

Supported 
Operating 
Systems

• Mac OS X 10.6 “Snow Leopard” 64-bit, or above

• Linux RHEL 5.4 64-bit, or above

• Windows 7 64-bit, or above, with the latest version of QuickTime 
installed

New Features • Hiero’s spreadsheet has been improved. You can now:

• Select which default columns are visible by right-clicking the column 
header and toggling the column on or off.

• Reorder the columns using drag-and-drop.

• Sort the spreadsheet on a per column basis by clicking on the column 
header.

• Filter the contents of the spreadsheet by entering text in the Filter 
box.

• Add custom columns Pythonically. See the Developer Notes for more 
information.

• Hiero’s Viewer now includes jog, shuttle, and absolute timeline controls. 
Hold K over the Viewer to activate the controls - the cursor changes to 
reflect the current mode.

The jog controls also detect rotary motion to jog through frames. Clock-
wise motion in the top third of the Viewer, while holding K, advances the 
playhead and vice-versa.

See Figure 1.1 for more information.

NOTE: Hiero<>Nuke requires Nuke 6.3v5 or later to run correctly.
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Figure 1.1: Viewer jog, shuttle, and timeline controls.

Feature 
Enhancements

• Hiero and HieroPlayer now include new default tags for shot and 
sequence status in the Window > Tags > Status bin.

• You can now define custom column behaviour to react to drag events 
Pythonically.

For more information, see the custom_spreadsheet.py script in the 
examples folder as described in the Developer Notes.

• The behaviour of the Ripple Edit and Retime editorial tools has been 
improved so that using the arrow keys to walk the timeline now selects 
individual In and Out points rather than track item In/Out pairs.

• Insert (N) and Overwrite (M) edits can now be applied when the focus is 
on a sequence Viewer as well as on a clip Viewer. The last active clip 
Viewer is used as the source in this case.

•  BUG ID 35424 - A new Help > Training and Tutorials entry has been 
added, which directs your web browser to the Training Resources page 
on The Foundry website.

Shuttle

Absolute 
Timeline

Jog
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Bug Fixes •  BUG ID 34809 - Mac only: The keyboard was not entirely focused on the 
Tags popup when activated, causing unexpected behaviour when typing 
notes, particularly when using the Japanese Kotoeri input method.

•  BUG ID 35198 - Dropping video clips onto new tracks created the 
corresponding number of blank audio tracks - audio tracks are now 
clamped to the number of existing tracks.

•  BUG ID 35255 - Dragging ARRIRAW clips to a track header in the 
timeline caused Hiero and HieroPlayer to crash.

•  BUG ID 35375 - Using Insert (N) or Overlay (M) did not zoom the 
timeline to highlight the edit.

•  BUG ID 35396 - It was no longer possible to export a Nuke project 
without specifying a Write node.

•  BUG ID 35448 - Loading an invalid project from the Recent Project list 
at startup caused Hiero and HieroPlayer to crash.

•  BUG ID 35516 - Monitor out: Some customers experienced a 
performance drop in playback speed with certain combinations of 
graphics card and driver version.

Known Issues 
and 
Workarounds

This section deals with known issues with the application and any 
workarounds, where appropriate.

Format-Specific 
Issues

•  BUG ID 31549 - Single layer exports from multi-pass clips fail if the 
selected layer is not a default Nuke layer, such as depth or motion.

•  BUG ID 31424 - Sub-sampling in .exr files is not currently supported.

•  BUG ID 30664 - Hiero’s exporters do not currently support multipass 
H.264 .mov transcodes.

•  BUG ID 17360 - Some customers have experienced unexpected shifts in 
chroma values when using the ProRes 4444 .mov codec.

A possible workaround is to modify the GlobalSettings.csv found in the 
following locations, but please be aware that this workaround is not 
reliable in every case:

Mac OS X

/Applications/Hiero 1.7v2/Hiero 1.7v2.app/Contents/Resources/

NOTE: This list has been re-ordered so that the most recent issues 
appear at the top of each section.
Hiero 1.7v2The Foundry
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Windows

C:\Program Files\Hiero 1.7v2\

Add the following lines to the bottom of the .csv file:

# Apple ProRes 4444
encode,ap4h,appl,any,any,512
decode,ap4h,appl,any,any,512

• If you’re working with R3D clips using the new REDcolor3 and 
REDgamma3, or ARRIRAW clips, please use the internal HieroNuke or an 
external Nuke 7 for transcoding. External Nuke 6 applications don’t 
include the necessary SDK updates.

Platform and 
Hardware Issues

Cross-Platform Issues

•  BUG ID 26870 - Mac and Linux only: Projects containing large amounts 
of movie files (for example .r3d and .mov) may exceed the number of 
available file handles per process, causing problems opening new files or 
projects and exporting. The default limit of 1024 can be increased to 
workaround this issue using the terminal. For example, to increase the 
limit to 2048:

ulimit -Sn 2048
Run Hiero or HieroPlayer from the same terminal session to use the new 
limit, for that session only.

Mac OS X Only

•  BUG ID 34779 - The shortcut for Clear In/Out Points (Alt+U) is not 
triggered correctly due to a conflict with the combination for the umlaut 
symbol.

To work around this, press U momentarily before Alt+U.

•  BUG ID 31107 - When running the application from the terminal, 
pressing Ctrl + C doesn’t always close Hiero or HieroPlayer.

As a workaround, press Ctrl + C twice to exit.

Linux Only

•  BUG ID 32613 - Dragging clips to the Timeline with certain older 
NVIDIA drivers occasionally causes Hiero and HieroPlayer to crash.

As a workaround, ensure that you have the latest NVIDIA drivers 
installed, available from:

www.nvidia.com/Download/index.aspx?lang=en-us

•  BUG ID 22063 - Playback can be unreliable on the latest versions of the 
various Linux builds, such as Fedora 14 (or greater) and Centos 6.0. If 
Hiero 1.7v2The Foundry
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you encounter this issue, run Hiero from the terminal with the following 
argument:

./Hiero --single-threaded-playback
• Hiero does not currently support any QuickTime audio. Support for 

audio on Linux is scheduled for a later release.

• HD QuickTime H.264 playback performance is not optimised, but will be 
addressed on Linux in a later release.

Windows Only

•  BUG ID 29180 - Monitor output is not supported on machines with AMD 
graphics cards.

•  BUG ID 28701 - Hiero cannot currently parse unicode characters during 
export.

Hardware Issues

•  BUG ID 24942 - Hiero and HieroPlayer do not support the NVIDIA 
Quadro 4500 FX and GeForce 7300 GT.

Python API Issues •  BUG ID 30532 - Adding a MediaSource to TrackItem.setSource() causes 
Hiero and HieroPlayer to become unstable.

•  BUG ID 35494 - The spreadsheet custom column createEditor() method 
is not currently called for first custom column.

Additionally, it is not currently possible to drag-and-drop custom col-
umns.

SDI Monitor Output 
Issues

•  BUG ID 32191 - Blackmagic Extreme 2 cards are not supported and may 
cause Hiero to become unresponsive.

•  BUG ID 29847 - Audio playback can be choppy when using AJA cards.

•  BUG ID 28067 - Certain formats produce no monitor output, such as 2K 
23.98 and 720P 25.

Timeline and Editing 
Issues

•  BUG ID 35702 - The ordering and state of custom spreadsheet columns 
added on startup are not currently persisted between sessions.

•  BUG ID 35071 - The Select tool subtractive modifier, Alt, does not work 
as expected.

•  BUG ID 29069 - Retiming .mov files containing missing (out of range) 
frames, produces unexpected results when sent to Nuke.
Hiero 1.7v2The Foundry
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•  BUG ID 27484 - It is not currently possible to alter the Output 
Resolution of clips opened using the right-click Open in Timeline option.

•  BUG ID 23250 - Copy/paste of transitions doesn’t work as expected.

Miscellaneous Issues • The Preferences > Path substitution table for cross platform 
compatibility currently only comes into effect at project load, not EDL/
XML import.

As a workaround, import your sequence and set the Path substitution 
rule, then save the project and reload to force the conversion.
Hiero 1.7v2The Foundry
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Developer Notes Here are the changes relevant to Python developers and pipeline engineers.

New Features • A new Python API has been added, allowing you to create custom 
columns in the Conform spreadsheet. 

An example file, custom_spreadsheet.py, showing how to add custom 
columns to the spreadsheet can be found in the Python examples:

On Mac:

<installation dir>/Contents/Plugins/site-packages/hiero/examples/

On Linux:

<installation dir>/Plugins/site-packages/hiero/examples/

On Windows:

<installation dir>\plugins\site-packages\hiero\examples

Feature 
Enhancements

•  BUG ID 35296 - The documentation strings for the function 
findItemsInProject() have been improved.

•  BUG ID 35640 - A new event type has been added which fires when the 
Clip playing back in the current Player changes:

def shotChange(event):
  print 'SHOT CHANGED: ' + str( event.item )

hiero.core.events.registerInterest( 
'kPlaybackClipChanged' , shotChange )

Bug Fixes •  BUG ID 35363 - Resizing or transforming the Viewer Pythonically did 
not update the interface controls unless you forced a refresh.

NOTE: See Help > Python Dev Guide from the Hiero menu bar for more 
information on the Python API.

NOTE: The custom class defined acts as an interface between the 
spreadsheet's model and your desired source data and may be called a 
significant number of times by QT to allow for column sizing, drawing, 
and so on. 

All custom implementations should be thoroughly optimised to maintain 
interface responsiveness. Slow function returns may cause response 
times in the application to become sluggish.
Hiero 1.7v2The Foundry
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•  BUG ID 35395 - Calling hiero.ui.registerAction() caused Hiero and 
HieroPlayer to crash.

•  BUG ID 35506 - The kAfterProjectLoad event did not fire at the correct 
time.

•  BUG ID 35557 - The help function for thumbnail() did not describe the 
usage for the layer argument to return a QImage for a particular layer.

•  BUG ID 35709 - Project EventTypes for hiero.core.events did not have a 
project data item.

•  BUG ID 35887 - Calling hiero.ui.activeView for spreadsheets did not 
return a SpreadsheetView.
Hiero 1.7v2The Foundry
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